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David Mueller has 37 years in the Power Industry. Starting out in nuclear plant construction while 
with Sargent & Lundy Engineers, Dave worked on the Marble Hill, Zimmer, Byron, Braidwood, 
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Abstract 
As a result of many decades of operation, multiple inventory systems change outs, and 

fleet growth, Exelon’s Inventory Catalog had become burdened with many thousands of 

duplicate inventory items with multiple Catalog IDs.   The lack of common Catalog ID’s 
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was adding to unnecessary stocking levels, increased complexity in transferring materials 

between sites, and a lack of visibility to total inventory usage.  Exelon decided that the 

time was finally right to embark on an Inventory Catalog Consolidation Project.  This 

presentation will highlight the process used in this consolidation project, the benefits, and 

the lessons learned.    

 




